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1. Abstract
Plata Network continues to pave the way for the hold to earn – H2E – system on the Elrond
blockchain, for both ESDT and NFTs, offering daily passive income in $PLATA through the
Staking Smart Contracts deployed, and is developing a play to earn – P2E – Racing Game
to further enhance your experience. The blockchain is yours.

2. Introduction
2.1 $PLATA is an ESDT – Elrond Standard Digital Token – built on the Elrond blockchain,
a high performance public blockchain, which is extremely secure, efficient, scalable and
interoperable.
Powered by the revolutionary technology brought to the world by the Romanian team,
$PLATA is as fast, secure and scalable as the native $eGLD coin itself.
2.2 Elrond is a last generation decentralised blockchain network, with 3,200 nodes around
the world, with exclusive secure proof of stake protocol. Runtime verification audits the
protocol to ensure the quality and security in each code line.
Its scalability starts with a speed of 15,000 transactions per second, at a cost of $0.01 per
transaction, with the capacity to increase bandwidth as the markets require.
Accessing all the network’s futures, decentralized exchange included, is made simple with
the Maiar app, a very easy-to-use, non-custodial wallet, that includes your complete crypto
portfolio, coins (eGLD, BTC, BNB, etc.), ESDTs (RIDE, MEX, etc.) and NFTs.

3. Token
3.1 $PLATA is the funding token of Plata Network and can be used on the project’s
platforms.
$PLATA can be staked to earn daily passive income. The staking future has had no
downtime since its launch in Q4 2021.
$PLATA can be used to acquire NFTs published by us.
$PLATA will also be the token to be used in the P2E (Play to Earn) racing game.
Future development of the project aims to initially offer use cases in the motor racing and
automotive industries.
3.2 Name: PLATA
Type: ESDT
Symbol: $PLATA-9ba6c3
Supply: 314,159,265
Decimals: 8
Blockchain Token information: https://explorer.elrond.com/tokens/PLATA-9ba6c3
3.3 The Tokenomics model was created to sustain the projects development, while also
offering attractive staking rewards, both for ESDTs and NFTs, provided by the Staking
Rewards fund, and backed up by the Loyalty Program fund. Giveaways and airdrops ensure
an opportunity for the community to accumulate $PLATA, and NFTs, which can be further
staked for passive income. With a low supply of only 314,159,265, the Project Treasury and
Liquidity Safe represent 17% of the total supply. The detailed structure of the Tokenomics
is as follows:
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3.4 $PLATA was the first community ESDT to be listed by Arda – https://arda.run/board
$PLATA was listed on Maiar Exchange in February. The $PLATA/$eGLD pool needs to be
imported in order to be able to swap to/from $PLATA – https://maiar.exchange Go to settings
and add address: erd1qqqqqqqqqqqqqpgqy8ufy6h4uyxzjsxe0kzfszsjd7myphzz2jpsrf7hkv
3.5 Roadmap

Token Launch
Private Sale
Public Sale
Use Cases Added

Whitepaper Release
Whitepaper Sale
Maiar DEX Listing

Initial P2E Game
integration

Token Development includes:
•
•

Alexandru Bolog – Developer, Founder of ERDNFT – https://erdnft.com
Moonlorian – Elrond services partner – https://moonlorian.com

4. NFTs
4.1 PLATA NFTs began being minted in October 2021 and were offered for Pre-sale, before
any marketplace was available on Elrond.
4.2 The Genesis NFTs are represented by the Driver, Racing and Legends Collections.
There are also several unique editions that are not included in these collections. A full list of
the Genesis NFTs and their Official Tickers can be found on the official website.
4.3 Use cases are constantly developed for the existing NFTs, and for those to come, such
as the Plata Power functionality, which calculates your Power based on the NFTs you hold.
This already allowed to claim an NFT for free, and will count as your level in the Racing
game, allowing you to unlock different futures in the game to further enhance your
experience. NFT Staking, deployed in February 2022, offers also daily passive income.
4.4 Roadmap

NFT Minting, Pre-sales

PLATA V8 Collection

NFT Marketplace Listing
Smart Contract
Development

NFT Staking

Generative Collection
Development
Additional $PLATA
Collection Development
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NFT Creation and Development includes:
•
•
•

Alexandru Bolog – Developer, Founder of ERDNFT – https://erdnft.com
Indie NFT Artwork – https:// www.indienftartwork.com
Cybers in Action – https://cybers.tech/

5. Racing
5.1 Our passion for Sim Racing and real-world motorsport racing is what initially pushed us
to create this project. $PLATA will be the currency to be used in the P2E racing game. Your
level will initially be based on your Plata Power, which is given by the NFTs you hold, and
increased with experience points added as you interact with the game.
We are conscious that a live online game completely based on the blockchain is practically
impossible now, due to the constant transactions that would have to be done to support a
real experience, but part of the game engine and the race results are intended to reside on
the blockchain.
We have already had discussions, and are continuing to do so, with several developers,
regarding a game engine and framework that is able to integrate the NFTs published by us.
5.2 Roadmap

Initial Concept

Game Engine
Development Exploration

Initial Tests

Racing Development includes:
•

Alexandru Bolog – Developer, Founder of ERDNFT – https://erdnft.com

6. Metaverse
We are currently exploring VR Gaming and Metaverse, NFTs enhancement included, with
Indie NFT Artwork – https:// www.indienftartwork.com

7. History
As Elrond made history in the crypto industry, we are humbled and proud to say that we
made history on Elrond. We offered the first Staking Pool for a community ESDT; first
Staking Pool for NFTs; $PLATA is the first community ESDT that can be used to acquire
NFTs; we are the first project that minted and sent out an NFT to the new owner’s wallet
after a pre-sale, before marketplaces were present; and also, the first ones that presented
a sketch of an NFT on the Elrond blockchain. All this was possible thanks to the revolutionary
technology that Elrond made available for everyone. The blockchain is yours. Plata Network.
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